
Give Contributors more Credit

The importance of content creation on Instagram reinforces the need to use 
other users not only as an audience, but also as a publishing force. Some 
Instagram users, without necessarily following corporate or branded accounts, 
share about brands via the photos they post. After a recent purchase, before a 
projected purchase, or simply to include a brand as part of the description of 
their picture: users can include the brand’s hashtag in the caption of their photo. 
These photos are then added to all those associated with the given hashtag, 
and as such become discoverable to other users searching for the hashtag.

The hashtags used on Instagram cannot be controlled by 
brands, and can only at most be influenced by their marketing 
efforts. With a goal to associate themselves and their 
products with tags of their choosing, brands have increasingly 
turned to Instagram campaigns encouraging users to take 
photos under certain constraints, and tag them using certain 
hashtags. By multiplying campaigns associated with emotions 
or topics that it considers relevant to its market positioning, a 
brand strengthens its discoverability by a certain target 
audience on the platform. 

Branded hashtags have become addresses for brands: they 
connect to a certain unfiltered aspect of a brand's online 
presence. Whether the result of an engineered campaign or a 
grass root spontaneous association, brands are adding 
hashtags to their lexicon. And not all brands are created 
equal in this, as hashtags are not like unique URLs. Brands 
should seek to encourage distinguishable hashtags for their 
contributors to use. Otherwise, brands with non-specific 
names (Mini, Orange, Apple, Target) face the risk of not being 
connected to relevant photos which reduces their 
discoverability by the rest of the Instagram community. 

Contributors 
are as important to a brand 
as users following their 
official account. They are 
e x i s t i n g o r p o t e n t i a l 
customers, possibly with a 
large audience themselves, 
and have expressed a 
sufficient interest  to include 
a brand in their conversation 
on Instagram. The top  10 
car brands on Instagram 
have 7 times more photos on their hashtags than they have followers! 
Monitoring and actively involving them in the brand’s representation should be 
priorities for managers overseeing Instagram as a marketing channel. In-depth 
monitoring of contributors should be an important goal. With each photo posted, 
the audience of these contributors also becomes relevant to brands, as the 
reach of their hashtags is increased. Sweepstakes, photo contests and other 
activations on Instagram should all support reinforcing a set of hashtags and a 
group  of contributors credited to seeing a brand as a top-of-mind when sharing 
content on their Instagram account.    

For popular car brands the number of photos posted 
on hashtags exceed the brand’s audience (Source: Instagram)

Non-specific brand tags can harm discoverability
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The top 10 car brands on 
Instagram have 7 times more 
photos on their hashtags than 
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Credits: @cadebowman, @widyatmaja, @vespr, @timothyjoseph

Step 2: get it just right
Once brands have a presence on Instagram and have established clear goals in 
terms of audience, community and engagement, they need to continually fine-
tune their strategy to both increase their impact on their existing following and to 
accelerate the growth of their audience. Improving the content they produce and 
share is an obvious first step, as each photo is a new opportunity to reinforce 
the ties they have with followers and attract other Instagram users to join them. 

Beyond the creation of original 
content that fits both the spirit of 
Instagram and the preferences of 
their followers, brands can turn to 
other Instagram users for help: 
well established profiles and the 
mass of their advocates already 
sharing content are levers brands 
can activate to grow. 

In order to successfully engage 
their community, brands must 
make sure to favor an open and 
spontaneous attitude with other 
users, trusting them to produce 
beaut i fu l content that w i l l 
strengthen them one photo at a 
time. Monitoring engagement velocity and audience growth after a photo is posted 

(Credits: @coheteboy on @disneyland - Analysis: Nitrogram) 
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Content: let your photos say it all

The images posted by a brand can share a lot about the culture of the company 
behind it and the products and services it offers. Brands can closely monitor 

their audience's response and 
optimize their posts based on their 
community's  preferences. Brands 
need to remember that all their posts 
will be visible to all their followers. 

The coherence of posts, their 
moderate frequency and originality will 
be rewarded. Inconsiderate overflow 
of repetitive photos can rapidly lead an 
audience to disengage. By identifying 
the regions of the world in which their 
audience is based, brands can 
optimize the rhythm of posts by hour 
of the day and day of the week. 

Because it is not possible to schedule posts or publish from another platform 
other than the native application itself, the required effort to actively manage an 
Instagram channel need to be anticipated. 

Engagement with Instagram photos is immediate: up  to 50% of engagement 
can be expected within one hour of the photo being posted (this does not take 
into account the possibility to re-share 
the image on other networks later), with 
close to 90% of overall engagement 
within 24 hours of publishing. Weekdays 
generally drive most of the engagement 
of an audience but depending on the 
topics covered and the spirit of a brand's 
channel, weekends may be a very 
relevant time window to share content.

The use of filters or creative 
a p p l i c a t i o n s t o e n h a n c e 
photographic content must not be 
underestimated: some brands see 
up  to 60% increases in average 
engagement with certain more 
pronounced filters. Brands should 
make sure to explore a wide 
spectrum of filters to identify the 
preferences of the audience that they wish to build. 

The hashtags used to describe the content posted will influence the 
discoverability of the photo by certain communities on Instagram. 
Descriptive tags are preferable to generic ones, as the latter can attract 
traffic of lower quality and only fickle engagement. As a last comment on 
captions, a short reminder: words which are not hashtagged will not be 
searchable in the application, and it is therefore important to highlight all 
relevant terms (emotion, location, product category, event). Three to five 
terms are usually enough to guarantee a precise description of the content  
posted. Excessive use of generic hashtags that are popular on Instagram 
may not be the best strategy to build a lasting audience of engaged users 
that are genuinely interested in a brand’s posts.

Which days of the week and times of the day drive highest levels of engagement?

Photo stitching by @asos 
for an #outfitoftheday

Too good to be true: generic hashtag clouds drive 
traffic and short term engagement, not the 

conversion of target users into loyal followers
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Filters matter: engagement on 
Instagram can vary by up to 
60% between photos with 
different filters

50% of engagement on an 
Instagram photo can be 
expected within one hour of it 
being posted
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Community: play by the Instagram book

In addition to optimizing their content produced and shared , brands should 
keep in mind the open and casual nature of the Instagram platform.

C o m p a n i e s h a v e a n 
opportunity to share a different 
side on Instagram . While 
sma l le r compan ies may 
decide to share internal 
snapshots to insist on the 
humanity of their brand, larger 
companies like Paypal have 
decided to trust an Instagram 
star (in this recent case 
@trotterpup) with content 
creation for a limited period. 
The goal here is both to 
appeal to the audience of the 
@trotterpup account and to 
market the company and its 
products as compatible with 
the friendly image of the guest 
posting. 

No matter how innovative 
brands are with their own 

channels, their most valuable opportunity remains with their customers, 
potential customers and numerous advocates already using the photo network. 
By encouraging content to be shared with hashtags that relate to them, brands 
are increasing their reach across Instagram by gaining a presence in the feeds 
of the followers of their  contributors. 

E-commerce brands in particular have benefited from this through the 
development of unboxing experiences. As their customers share photos of the 
parcels they receive, they are encouraged to reach out to the brand by adding 
the appropriate hashtag. 

The natural inclination of individuals to share 
their experiences with their network is earned 
media at its best for brands, with the added 
benefit of Instagram being an open platform 
allowing public content to be visible and 
consumed without limitation. In order to 
encourage the development of positive 
earned media, brands need to monitor the 
hashtags they can potentially be associated 
with, actively reply to mentions and reach out 
on photos in which their are tagged or 
hashtagged. 

Lastly, for brands with physical locations, it is 
also key to monitor them as Instagram has enabled users to easily tag their 
whereabouts using Foursquare data. Content shared in stores is also generally 
different from content shared on a brand's hashtag from a remote location, 
which reinforces the need to track both. It is unfortunate for luxury brands or 
theme parks to overlook and not interact with the geo-located content shared by 
foreign tourists because it does not mention hashtags. 

@trotterpup was invited to guest post on the official @paypal account in May 2013

Guess which day of the month people receive their #birchbox?
the days when 3.5X more photos are shared, that’s right...
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3.5X more photos are posted 
on #birchbox on Instagram 
during parcel delivery days
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Credits: @meesh_23, @timtms, @funkyfrostholm, @cccmanhattan

Step 3:  learn from the best
Because Instagram is an effective channel for motivating and engaging with 
User Generated Content, strategies led by international brands with the photo 
network are often designed around crowdsourcing content. 

By encouraging the development of earned media, brands aim to 
further their reach and visibility thanks to Instagram campaigns. 
The success of such campaigns is measured by the number of 
entries, the number of unique participants, and the total visibility 
gained thanks to the campaign, both online and offline. 

Ben and Jerry’s Capture Euphoria campaign, launched in  
November 2012, generated over 17,000 photos, some of which 
were used to create print ads and billboards.
Levi’s crowdsourced the casting of new models on Instagram in 
early 2012, an operation still mentioned in the press a year later.
Clothing brand Nasty Gal is enhancing its official website with a 
dedicated page on which new Instagram photos from customers 
are posted. 

Oreo, Mercedes-Benz and Lipton ran campaigns worthy of a 
more detailed analysis. Each of these brands, often in 
partnership with digital ad agencies, addressed critical questions 
relevant to any marketer working on the conceptualization of an 
Instagram activation. 

Winner of the Ben & Jerry’s #captureeuphoria campaign 
featured in an ad in Rolling Stone Magazine 

(Photo: @benandjerrys)
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Oreo: SuperBowl “Whisper Fight” campaign (2013)

Detail of the #cookiethis / #cremethis campaign site homepage (all credits: Nabisco)

In February 2013, Oreo launched an official Instagram account. Designed by 
digital agency Wieden+Kennedy, the Whisper Fight campaign debuted with a 
TV ad spot that aired during the 2013 Super Bowl. A simple call to action was 
given to fans, who were left with a vote to make: did they prefer Cookie, or 
Creme? Fans took to Instagram in droves.
24 hours after its first live broadcast, Whisper Fight had already improved the 
metrics of @Oreo, the brand’s official Instagram account, which saw a jump in 
its followers count, from 2k to 35k. Just one day later, @Oreo had gathered an 
audience of over 50k.

T h e c o n t e s t ’ s 
hashtags, #cremethis 
a n d # c o o k i e t h i s , 
s e r v e d t h e d u a l 
purpose of being a 
catalyst for entrants 
to pick a side in a 
virtual fight, and of 
se t t i ng the l ega l 
context for Oreo to 
re-use the photos 
shared. A team of 
artists worked around 
the clock for 3 days 
to select subjects 
among submissions  
and transform them 
into cookie or creme-
made sculptures. By 
p r o l o n g i n g t h e 

broadcasts of the TV 
ads after the Super Bowl, and mentioning the campaign on its packaging, Oreo 
managed a sustained promotion and kept a high interest level among its 
audience until after February. 

 

Campaign Overview:

Duration: 
Main activation over 3 days

Method for choosing 
winners: 
Editorial pick

Dedicated mini site: 
Yes 

Moderation before display: 
Yes

Geographic scope: 
USA

Over 5,300 unique participants to the Whisper Fight over 4 days with #cremethis a clear leader...
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Mercedes-Benz: #Untamed campaign (2013)

#untamed campaign site homepage (All credits: Mercedez-Benz)

Every car manufacturer listed on the Millward-Brown BrandZ index has at least 
one Instagram account attached to it. As an early adopter, Mercedes-Benz has 
been uploading consistently since early 2012, paving the way for competitors to 
follow in its wake.
In February this year, Mercedes used Instagram to promote the launch of its 
new CLA model, with the large-scale Untamed campaign.
Fans were invited to log in to a mini-website using their Instagram account and  
select 3 of their own Instagram photos to participate. A score was then 
computed automatically, selecting pictures to be shown in a real-life exhibition 
based in Paris.

The submission process and exhibition were built 
with Instagram's API, which required in-depth 
technical implementation and introduced extra 
cost, but also maximized the freedom in the 
contest’s design. The Paris exhibition in itself 
would not have been possible without custom-
made so f tware . More complex than a 
straightforward Hashtag campaign using third 
party plug-ins, this submission process  ensured 
that only willing fans entered, and ruled out the 
risk of having people inadvertently join the 
contest.

Untamed was one of the first Instagram 
campaigns also promoted via paid social media 
channels: its reach was expanded through 
Facebook ads as well as a Youtube video 
outlining the key steps of the operation to target 
additional potential participants. 

Finally, Mercedes also involved Instagram 
influencers like @anasbarros (an architect by 
trade) and @laurenlemon (a professional 
photographer) to upload quality Instagram photos 

on the @mercedesbenz account. These photos were then used in the 
Facebook ads.

Campaign Overview:

Duration: 
2 months

Method for choosing 
winners: 
proprietary algorithm

Dedicated mini site: 
Yes 

Moderation before display: 
Yes

Geographic scope: 
USA

Additional features:
Built using Instagram’s API
involved Instagram 
influencers

Mercedez-Benz #untamed Facebook ad
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Lipton: Liptagram campaign (2012)

Liptagram campaign cover (all credits: Lipton)

Early in 2013, tea brand Lipton conducted an Instagram campaign spanning a 
month with the support of Ogilvy. Dubbed Liptagram, the global initiative was 
adapted and launched simultaneously in eleven countries, designed to 
showcase the “excitement, spontaneity and brightness that can be captured in 
images” a spokesperson for Lipton said. 

#liptonbrightness, #liptonspontaneity, #liptonexcitement... A new theme and 
hashtag were unveiled each week, giving the opportunity for 3 finalists to enter 
the main contest to win a trip  to Kenya in addition to tea boxes offered with each 
weekly theme. 

Submi t ted photos were 
entered into the contest’s 
approval queue. L ip ton 
allowed itself a 48-hour 
w i n d o w t o a p p r o v e 
submissions that complied 
with the terms and guidelines  
of the contest. This approval 
process allowed them to 
regularly post new images 
into the contest’s online 
feeds while preventing any 
unwanted content to be 
associated with the official 
campaign site online, thus 
protecting the brand from any 
form of negative press. 

The risks of non-moderated 
i m a g e f e e d s b e c a m e 
apparent to popular brand 

Ben & Jerry’s during their #CaptureEuphoria contest in which a few entrants 
chose to share inappropriate photos. The hijacking was commented on by 
mainstream press outlets such as Business Insider, a mishap  that could have 
been avoided with Lipton’s pre-moderation strategy.

Campaign Overview:

Duration: 
1 month

Method for choosing 
winners: 
Editorial pick

Dedicated mini site: 
Yes  (Facebook app)

Moderation before display: 
Yes (48 hours post upload)

Geographic scope: 
International (11 countries)

Additional features:
Built using Instagram’s API
Dedicated Facebook app 
locally adapted by country

#liptonbrightness submissions displaying the international reach of the campaign (Google, Nitrogram)
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Credits: @gflandre

Embracing  visual marketing with Instagram
Since Facebook's acquisition of Instagram, the number of brand accounts using 
the service has been increasing continually. Despite promising adoption by 
brands, Instagram as a network is still in its early years. Its multiple uses for 
marketing, content generation and community building are still being explored. 
This is an iterative process boosted by a nascent ecosystem of third party 
platforms.

Because of the open nature of Instagram, brands are being 
talked about and photographed whether they  have already 
joined Instagram officially or not. Marketing managers must 
recognize the challenges and opportunities that lie in this 
stream of images taken by  anonymous (or not-so-anonymous) 
Instagram users around the world. 

The challenges for brands on Instagram are those inherent to 
professionals on a platform originally used as a consumer-to-
consumer network. The opportunities for them are just as important: 
by building a community of followers and contributors on a mobile-
first network designed to create and share beautiful images and 
stories, brands dramatically increase their visibility and reach within 
groups of like-minded consumers. 

The key goals for brands should include the growth of their 
audience and the progress of their discoverability  through the 
photos of their customers and fans at large.

#sunset by @liisawlf 
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Nitrogram in a few words
Nitrogram is an advanced analytics and engagement platform for brands 
and digital professionals on Instagram. Used by brands across sectors 
(luxury, entertainment, sportswear, food, tourism , apparel...) Nitrogram provides 
actionable insights into brands’ communities (their followers and the users 
posting content on hashtags or in locations relevant to them) and the means to 
report on their Instagram campaigns and activations. 

Detailed audience monitoring 
and benchmarking

Visualize the number of followers 
gained/lost by geography and over any 
particular time period. Benchmark your 
performance against competitors also 
present on Instagram.  

Engagement tracking and 
publishing optimization

Optimize posting habits by measuring 
the impact of filters and hashtags on 
photos and tracking minute-by-minute 
engagement on them. Find the best 
time of day to post based on your 
engagement history.

Influencer identification by 
geography and topic

Surface important Instagram users by 
location and topic and identify the 
followers that need special attention.  

Complete Campaign reporting

Measure the adoption of a campaign 
#hashtag and i ts reach across 
geographies. Report number of photos, 
unique contributors as well as Likes /
Comments generated. Export all data 
into Excel or using Nitrogram’s APIs. 

Efficient social engagement

Engage with your Instagram community 
from Nitrogram, which can post Likes, 
and add/remove Comments on photos 
relevant to your brand. Navigate 
between conversations using keyboard 
shortcuts for increased efficiency and 
switch between Instagram accounts in 
one click using multi-account access.

You can visit http://nitrogr.am to start a free demo today.
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Map of followers (Nitrogram)
Engagement Velocity and 

Engagement matrix (Nitrogram)

Nitrogram: advanced 
analytics and engagement 
platform for brands on 
Instagram. 
Start a free 
demo today!

Manage conversations from a 
unified web interface (Nitrogram)

Top followers gained (Nitrogram)
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